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Getting started

Source: “The State of Video Marketing 2017,” by Wyzowl

I

In the past year, the number of advertisers 
using video in direct response campaigns 
across our platforms increased 3.8x

Mobile has blurred the lines between traditional forms of advertising. Brand focused and direct 
response (DR) ads are no longer confined to certain channels. In fact, in mobile feeds, brand and 
DR ads live next to each other and compete for consumers’ attention on the same playing field.

With TV’s historical dominance, brand advertisers have had 
a clear advantage in creative innovation and exploration. And 
in digital, ad formats for driving action like search, display and 
banner have had little room for performance advertisers to 
stretch the bounds of creativity. But all that has changed.

Mobile’s dominance has spurred the rise of video. We’re 
seeing brand advertisers transition their historical long-
form creative to mobile feeds. And we’re increasingly seeing 
performance advertisers utilize video to capture attention 
and drive action. 

This really shouldn’t be a surprise. People are spending  
an average of 3 hours per day on their phones and check 
them up to 80x per day. And 79% of consumers would rather 
watch a video to learn about a product than read  
text on a page1. 
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Have a clear message  
and focal point

Traditional static image ads need to 
have a clear message and focal point 
on the product or service being  
advertised to inspire action.

Static images and video 
work better together
Including static images and video 
assets within the same campaign leads 
to better performance for DR objectives 
and results in more conversions than 
video or static images alone. Mixing 
and matching assets is key to  
engaging audiences. 

Optimize video ads for 
mobile viewing 
To draw attention, use thumb-stopping 
creative and reinforce brand association 
at the start of an ad. Convey key 
messages through text, and showcase 
your product or service throughout the 
ad to inspire action. 

Facebook teams have conducted various research projects to help 
answer this question. And we’re beginning to better understand the 
unique value creative has for direct response advertisers as they 
continue to embrace mobile beyond search. Some of our learnings that 
we’ll expand on include:

So, what creative 
elements help 
drive action on 
mobile?
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From a consumer perspective, video has become a large 
part of mobile consumption. And for businesses, video has 
become a key format to connect with consumers.

But for traditional advertisers looking to drive conversions, 
does adding video to campaigns drive any incremental 
value compared to just static-only campaigns?

+
VIDEOSTATIC

Creative considerations 
for driving action

II

From our studies, we’re seeing that mixed format (static plus 
video) campaigns have a positive impact for direct response 
advertisers on lower funnel metrics.

Static images and video work better together 
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Mixed format campaigns drive stronger  
campaign results.

• From a meta-analysis of over 4,900 conversion lift studies, 
DR campaigns that combine video and static image ads have 
the highest conversion lift outcomes compared to static-only 
campaigns. This implies that the 2 formats may complement each 
other in messaging and/or attract different audiences. 

• Campaigns that combine both static and video assets achieved a 
conversion lift at a 6% higher rate than static assets alone.

Furthermore, video production doesn’t 
have to be difficult. We’ve seen it done 
successfully in a lightweight fashion.

• Adding video to your campaign mix can be done in a simple 
fashion. In a similar study we ran, we looked at adding lightweight 
motion to static assets to create more compelling and more 
effective performance ads. We studied how these lightweight 
videos along with their static counterpart performed versus the 
static asset alone. 

• In this study of 49 different campaigns around the globe, the static 
plus video campaigns achieved conversion lift at a 17% higher rate 
than static assets alone.

WAYS TO ADD MOTION TO STATIC IMAGE ASSETS

1 Basic Motion:  
Animate 1-2 elements 
with motion in the first  
3 seconds. 

2 Brand in Motion:  
Bring the elements of the 
brand/logo to life in the 
first 3 seconds. 

For each method, include a CTA end card.

3 Benefit in Motion: 
Animate the benefit/
message in the first 3 
seconds. This could 
be a promo, a product 
benefit, an offer, a 
discount or a testimonial. 

4 Demo in Motion:  
The primary motion 
for this video should 
be focused on a 
demonstration of an 
app, website, product or 
feature. How do you get 
from point A to point B?
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Product-focused creative drives business 
results more efficiently:

• Product-focused creatives generate more content views  
71% of the time when tested against creatives without a  
clear-product focus.

And when including a product within a 
lifestyle context, having a clear focal point 
is crucial for driving results:

• Lifestyle images with a clear focus are more successful in 
terms of generating incremental brand awareness at a lower 
cost 43% of the time. Lifestyle images that did not have a clear 
focus performed the best only 21% of the time.

Source: “Focal Point Study” conducted by Facebook, Jan 2018. 

Clear Focus and  
Product Use

Clear Focus and 
Lifestyle Image

Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 
Free Shipping and Returns

Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 
Free Shipping and Returns

Have a clear focus

When thinking about what creative assets to use in advertising 
a product or service, questions that frequently come up 
include: “how much focus should be placed on the product 
being advertised?” and “does having one main focal point vs. 
many focal points have an impact on performance?” 

We’ve conducted studies that test creative images with one 
focal point versus creative images with many focal points. And 
we have done this in the context of both product and lifestyle 
images. We found that having a clear focus can positively 
impact lower funnel outcomes such as purchase intent or 
attributed view content events. We also found that using 
context-type images with one focal point can positively impact 
brand awareness1.
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Utilize mobile-first creative elements in 
video to drive action

From previous research, we know that video ads created 
specifically for mobile drive stronger results. Such ads are more 
likely to introduce the brand quickly, to be shorter in duration 
(an average of 20 seconds) and to be designed for sound-off, all 
of which reflect how people view content on mobile1.

To drive action through video, we’ve seen certain creative 
elements correlate with stronger results.

Brand association within 3 seconds of 
a video’s start is positively correlated 
with conversion lift 

• Show a logo, recognizable  
spokespeople, colors, products and/or 
visuals within the first 3 seconds  
of a video

• Superimpose a logo (static image) 
over a portion of the video ad for 
the initial 3 seconds (Differentiate 
between a “brand card” at the outset)

• Reinforce and highlight the advertiser 
name in any captions or  
superimposed text

• If the product features the  
advertiser name or logo, consider  
featuring that in the focal point  
of the ad 

Source: “Stand Out in Feed: Optimizing Video Creative on Mobile” by Facebook IQ, Dec 2017. 08



Being noticed is positively correlated with 
website conversion lift 

• Choose attention-grabbing video thumbnails, lead with  
shots of your products against vivid backgrounds, make use 
of contrasting colors and put your “hero” front and center 

• Avoid using thumbnails that are blurry or feature people 
facing away from the viewer

• Try using quick movements and transitions in between 
scenes

• Consider using text captions and overlays to emphasize key 
messages at the outset 

Showcasing the product or service being 
advertised for most of the video correlates 
with conversions

• Throughout the video, but most importantly at the  
beginning, focus on visually showing what people would  
be buying 

• Consider using cutaways to showcase multiple product 
colors or variations

• Crop video so that the focal point of the video is  
the product

• Highlight how the product can be used through  
do-it-yourself content or step-by-step tutorials
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Creative research projects 
and methodologies

III

Our creative considerations for driving action were derived from various research projects 
conducted by Facebook’s Creative Shop and Marketing Science teams.
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Key question: 

How do the number of visual focal points 
and use of non-product imagery in static 
image ads impact conversion outcomes?

In this research, we were able to validate various creative 
techniques to increase or decrease focal point scores. Our 
findings also suggest that focal point is an important factor  
for DR outcomes. 

How we tested it:

• We ran a 4-cell test and measured brand lift (as measured by ad recall, brand  aware-
ness, intent to purchase) and conversion lift for 14 advertisers. Below shows the four 
different attributes tested:

1Research Project
Focal point study

Cell 1
One Focal

High Product Use

Cell 2
Many Focal

High Product Use

Cell 3
One Focal

Low Product Use

Cell 4
Many Focal

Low Product Use

Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 
Free Shipping and Returns Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 

Free Shipping and Returns Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 
Free Shipping and Returns Shop NowBonnie Clyde Eyewear 

Free Shipping and Returns
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Measurement:

• Each advertiser created 4 campaigns with one single image by implementing the 
instructions and the creatives that we provided. We set up a brand and conversion 
lift study for each advertiser. In the brand lift, we asked about ad recall (for a specific 
product), as well as brand awareness and intent to purchase.

• Lifestyle images with a clear focus are more successful in terms of generating incre-
mental brand awareness at a lower cost 43% of the time. Lifestyle images that did not 
have a clear focus performed the best only 21% of the time.

• High product use cells ranked in 1st and 2nd place in attracting the incremental people 
with “intent to purchase” at the lowest cost, as well as getting more attributed view 
content events when compared with the context image cells.

• In almost all the cases, lifestyle style images that did not have a clear focus (Cell 4) was 
the most expensive in driving brand and conversion outcomes.

• We used cost per incremental awareness and cost per view content to map the 4 cells 
to understand their relative positions in impacting brand and conversion outcomes. 
Consistent with the previous findings, product images did better in driving conversions. 
(Chart 1)

Chart 1: Cost-Based Mapping Analysis

Low Brand
Awareness

High Brand
Awareness

Low View
Content Events

High View
Content EventsWinner in terms of View 

Content Events
Effective at driving both Brand  

and Conversion outcomes

Winner in terms of View 
Brand Awareness
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Summary

Our results from the above 
study indicate that: 

•	 Product use can positively 
impact lower funnel attributes 
such as purchase intent or 
attributed view content events. 
However, using context type 
images with one focal point can 
also positively impact brand 
awareness positively (Chart 1).

•	 Although product only images 
may not be perceived as organic 
looking, the likelihood of having 
more conversion outcomes 
increases their importance.

•	 Most importantly, context  
type images that lack a focal 
point	were	not	effective	in	 
driving either brand or  
conversion outcomes.
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Key questions:

1. Does DR video drive incremental lift    
    and how does DR video interact with   
    static images?

2. How do mixed format campaigns  
    (video plus static image) work?

3. What video creative elements help  
    drive DR lift?
How we tested it: 
For questions 1 and 2, we analyzed 4,929 conversion lift study cells from 2015 to 2017. 
Conversion events included view content, mobile app install, search, add to cart, complete 
registration, initiate checkout, purchase and other custom events. We categorized these 
conversion lift study cells into 3 buckets:

a) “Static only” is defined as less than 5% of people reached by video 
 
b) “Mixed formats” contains lift studies with 5% to 95% of people reached by video 
 
c) “Video only” indicates studies with more than 95% of people reached by video ads

We then ran a regression analysis where we controlled for verticals, region and delivery 
specifics to compare static vs. mixed format vs. video. 

For the 3rd question, we analyzed a sample of over 500 Facebook DR video ads, all of which 
were English-language ads. They included representation from all verticals, were served in 
English-speaking countries (Aus, CA, UK, US) over the period Q3 2016 through Q2 2017  
and had previously been used in conversion lift studies. We leveraged our creative compass 
and text mining tool to collect creative features for these video ads. We then ran a  
regression analysis to determine which creative and text copy characteristics correlated  
with conversion lift.

2Research Project
DR mixed format and video 
creative elements study
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Measurement:

• Percentage of lift studies with significant unique converter lift 

• Percentage of lift studies with significant conversion lift

• Average unique converter lift

• Average conversion lift

• Median unique converter lift

• Median unique conversion lift 

For question 3, we measured the creative features in 2 ways:

We then ran a regression analysis to determine which video creative and video text copy  
characteristics correlated with conversion lift.

Video creative:  
Can you identify the advertiser association 
with the ad? Is the video ad noticeable? 
How much information is in the video? 
Does it showcase the product or service 
for the majority of the time?

Video text copy:  
What is the content of the text copy  
supporting the video? Does it contain a 
price, promotion, call to action or review? 
Is it framed as a question? How many  
characters are in the text copy?
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Summary 
Mixed format campaigns significantly 
outperform static- or video-only campaigns. 
On average, a higher portion of static 
image-only (53%) or mixed static + video DR 
campaigns (56%) drove statistically significant 
incremental conversion lift, compared to DR 
campaigns using only video assets (44%). 
 
Overall, our research indicates that creative 
elements are meaningful for DR video ads. 
We identified several creative elements as 
associated with higher DR lift, including brand 
association within 3 seconds, showcasing  
the product or service, attraction, noticeability, 
using less text content surrounding the ads 
and asking questions in the text copy.  

Recommendations:  
If advertisers only use video or static creative, 
then they may consider testing mixed-format 
campaigns. We suggest setting-up multi-cell 
lift tests to compare different proportions of 
budget allocations between video and static 
ads, holding other factors constant.
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Key question: 

Does adding lightweight video to a 
campaign mix lead to better lower funnel 
performance?
How we tested it: 
We tested the addition of lightweight motion video ads to 49 static-only Facebook 
advertising campaigns from around the world. After creating lightweight motion video ads 
based on static images, we compared conversion lift across 3 separate ad sets within each 
campaign:

• Static image ad only

• Mixed format 1 (static image + basic video)

• Mixed format 2 (static image + complex video)

3Research Project
Create to Convert  
meta-analysis

• From this study we learned that 
video ads should also be visually 
similar to their static counterparts. 
Having consistent visual themes  
and the same level of creative and 
production quality across assets

• By adding videos to static images via 
the Create to Convert framework, we 
saw a positive outcome for at least 
one static image plus video cell for 
69% of the 49 studies.

• 47% of studies saw stat-sig conversion 
lift in the Static only cell, while 55% of 
studies saw a stat-sig conversion lift 
in either of the Static + Video cells

Summary

STATIC STATIC STATIC STATIC

Test a complementary 
pair of Static Images. Simple messaging (Basic + Brand) Complex messaging (Benefit + Demo)
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Have a clear message  
and focal point

Static images and video  
work better together

Conclusion

IV

For direct response advertisers  
looking to better connect with people 
and drive action, a focus on creativity 
can positively impact business results.

Optimize video ads  
for mobile viewing
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